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Abstract

We have constructed a cryogenic induction motor to turn the rotor of a superconducting magnetic bearing (SMB).
Both the motor and the SMB are operated at liquid He temperatures. We give a model for the motor and present mea-
surements of its operation. The rotation speed is very stable. Over 8 h it shows an RMS variation of only 0.005 Hz from
a mean of 2 Hz. The speed variation within one period of rotation is 3% ± 1% implying that the angular position of the
rotor can be determined to an accuracy of 1� for all angles of rotation even if angular position is encoded only once
every period. Friction and heat dissipation in this motor is dominated by eddy currents. We discuss the application
of the motor to astrophysical polarimetry.
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1. Introduction

Superconducting magnetic bearings (SMBs)
have been suggested for use in many applications
of rotating systems that require low energy loss
[1]. One of the proposed uses is in astrophysical
polarimetry. A polarimeter modulates a polarized
signal at known frequency by rotating a half-wave
ed.
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plate (HWP) [2]. The HWP is mounted on a perma-
nent ring magnet that is levitated above a high-tem-
perature superconductor (HTS) to eliminate any
stick-slip friction between the rotor and the stator,
a source of microphonic noise induced in detectors
[2]. In this application the polarimeter operates at
liquid helium temperature and the HWP rotates
with a constant rotation frequency of about 10 Hz.

Because the polarimeter operates at liquid he-
lium temperature with observation times between
hours and years, the rotor has to be driven by a
motor which keeps the HWP at a stable rotation
speed with low heat dissipation and low noise.
We have constructed an induction motor to drive
the rotor of the SMB. In this paper we report on
the design of the motor and on measurements that
characterize its operation.
2. Experimental setup

A sketch of the motor and the experimental set-
up used to test it is shown in Fig. 1. The motor and
the SMB are mounted on the cold plate of a liquid
helium cryostat. The rotor of the SMB is a sintered
NdFeB permanent magnet ring and the stator is
made of an array of 12 melt-texured bulk YBCO
tiles. The levitation distance between the magnet
and the HTS is 5.5 mm. More details about the
SMB are given by Hanany et al. [2].
Fig. 1. Cross-sectional view of the motor and hardware used to chara
The slots in the disk are part of an optical encoder and are not neces
The motor consists of three stator coils and a
copper disk that is mounted to the rotor of the
SMB. Each coil is made of a C-shaped molybde-
num permalloy powder core that is wound with
1500 turns of copper clad NbTi superconducting
wire with diameter of 0.13 mm. The coils are
driven with 120� phase-shifted AC current that
is supplied by a commercially available linear
amplifier [3] placed outside of the cryostat. The
gaps of C-shaped coils are located at a radius
of 58 mm with respect to the center of the rotor
and are tightly packed in azimuth, having in a
circumferential separation of about 20 mm as
shown in Fig. 1. We found that this configuration
maximizes the torque to the rotor; therefore, only
three coils provide sufficient torque to overcome
friction.

We measure the rotation frequency using an
optical encoder. The copper disk has 60 slots along
its circumference and serves as an optical chopper
for a cryogenic LED and a photodiode that are
positioned above and below the disk at the radial
location of the slots. More details about this enco-
der are given by Matsumura et al. [4]. The encoder
output is sampled densely in time and analysis of
this data gives both position and rotation speed
of the rotor as a function of time.

A thin film resistance temperature sensor is
mounted in proximity to one of the coils to mea-
sure its temperature.
cterize it. The bottom right inset shows a top view of the motor.
sary for the motor.
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3. Motor model

Richards and Tinkham [5] analyzed the torque
due to eddy currents that is applied to an infinitely
large conductive plane when a sinusoidal magnetic
field wave with a group velocity m0 travels above it.
We adapt their formalism to describe our motor.
The equation of motion of the rotor can be written
as

s
2p

¼ Im _f ¼ Aðf0 � f Þ � Bf � C
2p

; ð1Þ

where s is the torque on the rotor, Im is its moment
of inertia, and f0 = m0/2pr, where r is the radial
location on the rotor where the motor applies tor-
que. The first term on the right hand side is called
the torque due to �slip�, that is the difference be-
tween the frequency of the traveling wave f0 and
the instantaneous rotation frequency f. There is
no torque when the two friction terms on the right
hand side balance the driving term coming from
slip. The coefficient A can be expressed as

A ¼ �Aðr; dÞI2c ð2Þ

where Ic is the RMS of the current applied to the
coils, r is the electrical conductivity of the conduc-
tive plane, and d is its skin depth. The friction
terms describe torques that originate from the
SMB system and arise from eddy current losses,
which are proportional to Bf and hysteresis losses,
which are quantified by C. When using this model
a correspondence needs to be made between the
frequency of the alternating current in the coils
of the motor and the frequency of the traveling
wave of the magnetic field. For our physical geo-
metry and assuming coils that are equally spaced
circumferentially around the entire disk this corre-
spondence gives that when the frequency of the
alternating current is F the equivalent traveling
wave frequency is f0 = 0.16F. Because there are
only three coils around a small part of the circum-
ference of the disk we expect this correspondence
to be only approximate.

A solution of Eq. (1) gives

f ðtÞ ¼ ðfi � ffÞe�at þ ff ; ð3Þ
where fi is the initial frequency, and ff is the final
frequency of rotation,
a ¼ Aþ B
Im

; f f ¼
f0A� C

2p

Aþ B
¼

f0AI2c � C
2p

AI2c þ B
. ð4Þ

According to Eqs. (3) and (4) a steady state fre-
quency of rotation ff is attained exponentially. The
exponential time constant is determined by the
RMS of the current, by the skin depth, by the elec-
trical conductivity, and by friction. For sufficiently
large currents in the coils Eq. (4) gives ff = f0,
which for our geometry is ff = 0.16F.
4. Measurements and results

4.1. Validity of motor model

We measured the temporal evolution of the fre-
quency of rotation by applying periodic changes in
the RMS of the current supplied to the coils and
then letting the rotor stabilize to a new final rota-
tion speed. The current was changed in steps
between 15 mA and 77 mA RMS and the experi-
ment was repeated for alternating current frequen-
cies of F = 12.5, 25, and 50 Hz. Data from one
such experiment is shown in Fig. 2. Following
Eq. (3) we fit the data with exponentials and ex-
tracted a from the exponent of the fit. The agree-
ment between the fit and the data shown in Fig.
2 is representative of the quality of the fit in all
cases.
4.2. Source of friction

To measure which of hysteresis or eddy currents
is the major source of friction in our motor we let
the rotor spin-down freely with the coils not ener-
gized. In Fig. 3 we plot the one sample of the data
of deceleration as a function of rotation frequency
f.

According to Eq. (1) we expect

� df
dt

¼ a0 þ a1f . ð5Þ

A fit to this data gives the fit parameters a0
and a1 as 7.3 · 10�4 s�2 and 3.9 · 10�3 s�1, res-
pectively.



Fig. 2. The rotation frequency as a function of time. The RMS current changed from 32 mA to 53 mA at t = 470 s. The rotation
frequency increased from its initial state to the final state exponentially. The solid line is a fit to the data after t = 470 s using Eq. (3).

Fig. 3. The deceleration as a function of rotation frequency during a free spin-down of the rotor.
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4.3. Long term stability of rotation

It is important to characterize the stability of the
rotation over an extended period of time. The top
panel of Fig. 4 shows the rotation frequency with
a fixed frequency F of 25 Hz and an RMS current
of 39 mA. The rotation frequency stays approxi-
mately constant for over 8 h of measurement. The
bottom panel shows the power spectral density of
the rotation frequency after subtraction of a mean
over 8 h. The RMS variation is 5.4 · 10�3 Hz for
time scales between 2 s and 8 h.
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Fig. 5. The temperature of the coil as a function of frequency of
the applied current for RMS currents of 7.5 mA, 15 mA,
20 mA, and 60 mA.

Fig. 4. Top panel: stability of rotation frequency as a function of time. The inset shows a zoom on the data between 4 and 5 h with an
expanded scale for the vertical axis. Bottom panel: power spectral density of the data in the top panel after subtraction of a mean.
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4.4. Variation of rotation frequency within

a single period

Using our data we extracted the variation of the
rotation frequency within a single period of rota-
tion. A description of the technique is given by
Matsumura et al. [4]. The fractional speed varia-
tion, d, is defined as

d ¼ Dfpp
�f

; ð6Þ

where Dfpp is the peak to peak rotation frequency
variation from its mean �f within one cycle of rota-
tion. Over the 8 h of data shown in Fig. 4 we find
�d ¼ 3.4� 1%.

4.5. Heat dissipation in the coils

In Fig. 5 we plot the temperature of coil as a
function of the frequency F. We have also found
that the temperature of the coils remains below
5 K when the RMS current to the coil is below
60 mA and the frequency is below 25 Hz.
5. Discussion and conclusions

There appears to be agreement between our
model for the motor and the data. The temporal
evolution of the rotation speed follows an expo-
nential, as expected from Eq. (3). Fig. 6 shows
the exponent a as a function of the RMS of the
AC current for the three different frequencies f0.
The data shows a quadratic dependence on the
current in agreement with Eqs. (2) and (4). When
we apply sufficiently large currents the frequency
ff does approach the expected value f0 as predicted
by Eq. (4).

The interpretation of the data in terms of the
model is subject to some uncertainty because of
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uncertainty in the temperature of the rotor. For a
fixed frequency f0 the torque of the motor depends
on the electrical conductivity of the disk, which is a
function of its temperature. The change in the
RMS of the driving current results in a change in
the RMS of eddy currents in the disk and therefore
a change in heat dissipation. Because the disk is
levitated and has no conductive or convective ther-
mal path to the environment its heating or cooling
time scale is long compared to the duration of
accelerations or decelerations, and therefore the
temperature of the disk may not stabilized during
our measurements.

Our experiments show that the coefficient of
friction in our bearing system is dominated by
losses due to eddy currents and not due to hyster-
esis. This indicates that the presence of the motor
increases the friction due to eddy currents because
the same experimental setup without the motor
gave friction which was dominated by losses from
hysteresis [2].

It is interesting to measure the fractional speed
variation �d because it informs the decision about
the angular encoding of the SMB [4]. Previous
measurements by our group [4] gave an upper limit
of 1% for �d at rotation frequency above 1 Hz when
the rotor was not driven. The 1% limit was due to
noise that originated from the translational vibra-
tion of the rotor. We find an increase of �d to a level
of 3.4% in the presence of drive torque due to the
motor. If we assume that the entire contribution to
�d comes purely from an actual change in rotation
frequency, and is not induced by e.g. a transla-
tional motion of the rotor, we calculate that an
angular encoding of the position of the rotor only
once during a full period would give an upper limit
on the uncertainty in the determination of angular
position of only 1�. Such accuracy may be ade-
quate for many polarimeters.

The temperature rise of the coil depends on both
the RMS and frequency of the applied AC current.
Possible heat inputs are Joule heating in the coils,
hysteresis loss in the core and in the coils, and eddy
currents in the core, in the copper cladding of the
coils, and in metallic elements near the coils. The
data of Fig. 5 shows a quadratic nature of the in-
crease in temperature with respect to frequency F,
which suggests that the source of heat are eddy cur-
rents. This conclusion relies on the assumption that
the thermal conductance between the source of
heat and the thermometer stays approximately
constant as a function of temperature.

We have identified a range of operation param-
eters for the motor where the temperature of the
coil remains stable and far below the critical tem-
perature of the superconducting NbTi wire of the
coils.
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